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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, JosFPH. W. BART
LETT, of the city, county, and State of New
York, and FREDERICK PLANT, of the town
of Bricksburg, Ocean county, and State of
New Jersey, have invented certain Improve

ments in Sewing-Machines, of which the fol
lowing is a specification:
The nature and object of our invention con
sists in a new and peculiar arrangement of
parts of mechanism for the purpose of mak
ing the so-called lock-stitch in a sewing-ma
chine, and with devices which enable the op
erator to sew with the fabric moving automat.
ically toward or from him or her, as may be
desired, simply by a reversion of the motion
of the driving-shaft.
Figure 1 is a side elevation of the machine.
Fig. 2 is a front elevation of the same. Fig.
3 is a rear end elevation of the same. Fig. 4
isof athe
planslide
of the
slide F. Fig. 5 is a side view
F.
A is the frame of the machine; B, the div
ing-pulley; C, the driving-shaft; D, a double
armed crank; E, the crank-pin; F, a slide.
G G are grooves. H and J are driving-arms
of the shuttle. L is the shuttle; M, the shut
tle-race; N, an eccentric, giving motion to the
feed-bar O; P, a lever for regulating the feed;
R, a pin, working within the slot in the feed
bar O; S, a screw, holding the lever P in
place;T, an eccentric groove upon the inner
face of the pulley B. U is a pin fixed to the
connecting-rod V. WWarejoints, connecting
the rod V with the arm X and needle-bar Y.
Z is a pin, on which the arm X works. a. is a
lmovable rod inserted in the frame A. b is a
thread take-up, fixed to the outer end of the
rod at. c is the flat tapered pin fixed to the
rod V. dis the tension-regulator; e, a pointed
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crank D is made to revolve, carrying with it

the slide Fand shuttle-carriers Hand J. The

eccentric N is fitted to the end of the driving
shaft C for the purpose of imparting the neces
sary motions to the feeding-bar O. The lever P
is arranged to regulate the forward and back
Wardmotions of the feeding-bar. The screw S
holds the lever P to place. The pin or fulcrum
R works in the slot of the feeding-bar O. The
eccentric groove T on the pulley B, working
in connection with the pin U, connecting-rod
V, joint W, arm X, and joint W, imparts the
necessary motions to the needle-bar Y.
b is a take-up, so called, for the upper or
spool thread, which is attached to the rod a.
The pin c, on its downward motion, is brought

in contact with the pine, imparting the neces
sary motions to the take-up b.

The needle-operating cam-groove We make
of the same contour on both sides of its cell
ter of motion. The eccentric N on the forward
end of the same shaft C is also such as to op
erate the feed-dog O similarly on both sides
of a vertical line, and the shuttle-carrier has
a central straight vertical slot to receive the
pin of the crank which operates it, so that no
matter which way the crank is turned the ac

tion of the carrier and its shuttle are the same.

Thus, needle, feed, and shuttle do their work
equally well, and with the same proper timing
relatively to each other although the shaft be
reversed to reverse the feed; but there needs
no change of mechanism, nor adjustment, nor
adjusting devices in order to reverse the feed.
We claim
In a machine for sewing under either direc
tion of revolution of the main shaft, in com
bination with the shaft C, cam T, rod V, and
needle-actuating lever X, the crank D and the
vertically-slotted shuttle-carrier F.
pin, fixed to the rod a.
JOSEPH W. BARTLETT.
The frame A of the machine is constructed
FREDERICK PLANT.
of iron, and may be made in any form de
sired. Upon the driving-shaft C the driving Witnesses: .

pulley B is fixed, by the movement of which
in either direction (forward or backward) the

JOHN T. WALTERs,

CHAS. J. KELLY.
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